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First let me say this. A vision is a supernatural experience. It is a gift of guidance, a Manna for us all from 
the highest authority. But if its interpretation was not its intent, then it is made clearer by further 
inclusions, which are always subject to the will of the people for nay or yea. 

This work is not a literary document. It is me just sharing as I would in conversation with you...Imperfect 
as I am....Daniel 

Beyond Doubt, I've Seen God. 

 

At the end of this book, you will find pictures that will illustrate some of the experiences.  Hopefully they 
are in an order as found in the text. 

 

The true story. 

OPUS DEI 

I can reveal this now at my age, being like an gnarly old tree. It is also said that the poets job is to share 
their visions. This is an attempt to do just that. 

I am not proselytizing there are enough already doing that. But I will share a chain of events that I hope 
will add some additional proofs of the existence of this ONE GOD, and how this one God has expressed 
himself to me. 

Let me start this story by saying that I'm only a man what more can I say, I'm only a man as I was 
yesterday. I'm only a man honest it's true, and if you think I'm more, I'll disappoint you. 

 

Now the story behind these events. 

Facing fears, little did I know then that the fears I had were a gift. And I had them because of the life I 
was living at the time. Some were PTS from what happened in teenage hood. While the others were a 
form of many escapes, that only added to them.       

Now just before I started to turn my life around, I would have these two Black dogs chase after me in my 
dreams. They were the size of greyhounds with fang like teeth.They would scare the daylights out of me 
as I'd be running away from them, and  my legs would always turn to rubber, and then just before  they 
would catch up to me I would wake with a scream. This happened on many a night.   

I know now after reading a book about them that they were known as the guard dogs of hell. And they 
sure were...But for me they were one of my many guides  who took on animal forms in this spiritual 
evolution. (This first experience happened in the early 70s), 

Some time later ( In the early 80s) when I began to turn my life around they came charging after me 
again, but this time I had stopped running and when they caught up to me they started to lick me, and I 
thought oh I have it made now, only to have them chase me again reminding me not get so cocky 
because that's false pride. Ha Ha.  
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This I do know, these visions contain many forms (disguises) to make their point. And in my case, always 
happens spontaneously. I never know when, where or how.  

The next one was in the late 80s. It involved a pair of wolves that were at the top of a mountain I was 
climbing that I knew were up there but couldn't see. One was male and the other female. They 
frightened me so I was heading back down when two horses came up from behind me wanting me to go 
back up and face what I feared. One was a Black horse and the other brown. They were reminding me 
not to quit the climb, and face what was waiting on top.. 

This last experience happened in the early 90s. And like the others were in vision, again involving those 
dogs or if you like the wolves. It happened when I entered this room where a man old as time itself was 
sitting in a chair near the back wall of the room. He was surrounded by these women who watched over 
him. So I approached him to ask a question because he had such a peace about him. So I asked what is 
your secret? He then bent down and whispered in my ear "TO KILL" Then with a playful laugh was led 
away by those women. When I entered back into THIS consciousness, I thought about what he told me. 
It wasn't like he said to love, no, he said to Kill. But that got my attention. So I thought maybe he meant 
to kill desire like the Buddhist say. But that didn't sit well with me, for if it wasn't for desire, that is God's 
desire none of us would be here. So I let it go. 

Well, almost a year went by when I was finally shown in vision what the old man meant, In this flash I 
see two dogs sitting in front of this door. (Hell I thought) One was black while the other was white. 
When they saw me they came charging towards me. But having stopped running, I stood my ground. As 
I faced them the black dog grabbed me by my left hand, the white one by my other on the right. They 
were clamping down on my hands while trying to pull me apart by stretching out my arms. When this 
man I knew came over with a gun in his hand. Going over to the black dog representing Evil, I said Kill it, 
remembering what the old man had said. Just as soon as he did my arm with hand fell to my side. Then 
he walked over to the white one representing good, and I said the same, Kill it. As soon, both my arms 
were hanging free. And now I knew what was always pulling me apart and so this world. The idea of 
good and evil, both are just as ferocious. That is the idea of good and evil as represented by the Black 
dog and the white. Those guard dogs of hell. (A) This killing is a psychological one. 

So I still continue to climb, had a dream (Vision) I was at the top of the highest peak, was hiking across 
its summit, when I came to an opening, looking out I saw a thousand peaks below, and I knew before I 
would build my home on that highest peak, I would first have to experience all those below. So this 
journey Continues. 

                                                       

 

The purpose of this work is to share visions. You might enter this work with an open mind and try not to 
look at it as only one person's experience. Throughout time many around the world have experienced 
guidance with the same intent of Spirit. I believe in a collective consciousness. Because my visions are so 
powerfully received, I am compelled to share them and feel they belong to us all. The revelation of the 
visions and the messages herein, however they might be interpreted, are the gift of my life's work. It is 
both an effort and an honor to add to and bring up to-date the connection we have to the Spirit 
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speaking to us now, guiding us to understand what is going on and why. The visions and the events that 
follow are in correct order and were not influenced by mood changing or mind-altering drugs.  

A second purpose is to introduce a pipe I was inspired to produce in 1977. It lights from the bottom. It 
suggests thinking in a new direction – And came out of a vision I had of what turned out to be White 
Buffalo Calf Woman (You will read about this experience later) And suggests thinking a new direction 
and that it's never to late to turn ourselves around. It is said the stem of a pipe reflects male energy, and 
the bowl, female energy. When the two come together, a spark is born. The spark ignites into flame, 
burning whatever is inside the bowl. Finally freed through Smoke, a perfect balance of male and female 
energy occurs. Never to be separated. It seems to be a working analogy of our transformation and 
ultimate parity. Also, I will share a symbol called “The Path”. This symbol came to me during the fall of 
1997.  

I offer this book as inspiration and encouragement to feed the Shadow Radiant Food, honoring the dark 
side of our nature, feeding it with Love and Understanding, realizing its place in the fulcrum of balance. 
It is up to us. It's our Song!!                                                           

 FORWARD The Messenger, the Christ, The One The World Is Waiting For is HERE. NOW...and 
furthermore came into this world in the early Nineteen Eighties." To defend my case I refer to a vision 
I'd received of a Goat backing out of a Fish's mouth. (dates 1983 or 84). At first I didn't know what the 
vision meant, until a few years later when I read a book by Carl Jung in which he said that information 
was coming in from receivers around the world about an age called Capricorn. 

 Now Jung theorized that the age of Capricorn isn't for another twenty-four hundred years, however its 
symbols were all those I saw, except in my vision a birth took place.Carl Jung died in 1961, so those 
receivers must have been receiving their visions of the mountains, the depths of the sea, and the Goat 
Fish much before 1961.  

But I too had those same images in 1983 or 84, though in mine as I have said a birth took place. Now, 
the Goat backing out of the Fish's mouth (a birth on land) made it seem apprehensive, full of fear, much 
like us. Again as I thought about this, it made sense that the World Messenger would enter this way, at 
this time, as a Goat to have the experience of climbing the many mountains. That's why all paths are 
equally important in the collective sense of experience before a new Age of Wisdom can be obtained 
and now coming out of the age of Pisces, Fish (the living Christ the last 2000 years) associated with 
Compassion, beckons Head (Goat) and Heart (Fish) to inevitably Connect.  

I had a subsequent Flash in 1996, which showed Goat now to be a young adult with beautiful pure white 
shaggy hair (date Nov. 1996).The Vision Birth took place in 1983-1984, and already in 1996 (just twelve 
to thirteen years later) was manifesting as this young completely pure white adult goat. This indicates 
the actual potential of a full maturing to take place in our lifetimes. (Again in our collective 
consciousness). 

 I thought back to a vision of Compassion (1980-85) in which I ended up being on a field that was alive 
and made of a lamb's skin (Lamb being associated with the Christ). And what I saw was this field being 
woven by a human, and it was almost finished. (We are the weavers.) And what allowed me this visit to 
the weavers field was Compassion, again associated with the Christ and His living message for the last 
2000 years. So now to sum it up, it is my opinion looking at the facts, via visions and other experiences 
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that the Return of Christ as promised has happened. As far as the end of the world (World without end 
amen) it is the end of the seventh cycle. This Return is reflected in our consciousness and has been 
growing rapidly since the early eighties.  

To validate all the experiences that are suggesting that this “Return” has taken place, was the gift of this 
new symbol back in 1997 “The Path”, with its Divine message, "The Path that's neither left nor right, nor 
in the middle, is the one that circles all three." Which not only challenges us to respect all Paths, (By NOT 
Interfering) but reminds us that All Paths are Sacred in the scheme of things.  

 

This respect for all paths will be the ultimate compassion born out of wisdom, from this collective 
experience. It is the final test that will lead to giving up all control, (False Pride) this to come about 
through irritations that humble one. (So this fire of the heart) and to fully trust once again in the One 
Who Resides Above Us All. (GOD) Remember wisdom does not judge because it has experienced all the 
peaks, which we are doing now. (The Goat) "I overlooked a thousand peaks each one I'll come to Know."  
We will, come to know. 

 

 CHAPTER ONE: Woman-Through your womb pyramids were built, Empires destroyed towers that tilt. 
Through your womb rainbows appear, Chaos, confusion, reason and fear. Through your womb waves 
they rise, Tempests, droughts, changing skies. Through your womb, the candle was born, The flax, the 
flicker, from flame it adorns. Through your womb every war has been fought, Winners and losers, and 
peace that was sought. Through your womb new stars are found, New tears, new joys, new destinies 
bound. Through your womb light was shed, over darkness death from wounds that bled. Through your 
womb every gender must pass, Every shade, every type, every size, every class. Through your womb 
comes anger and hate, With love relentless sealing their fate. Through your womb, the magic and myth, 
Illusion and beauty that all somehow fits, Through, your womb. 

 

 

 CHRONOLOGY OF VISIONS AND EXPERIENCES BEGINNING 1976 November 1976. My first major vision 
was to experience the ultimate reality. Some call this the Tyber, or Cosmic consciousness. I saw a single 
eye. The white of the eye was extremely white, with white lines running through it, giving it a billowy 
effect. The center was as blue as I'd ever seen. I became aware of being in its body, which was the 
Universe, itself and everything contained in it. I could feel the power, love, and wisdom. I tried to 
capture that experience in a poem I called "The Eye", written later in the late Eighties. 

Next, seeing God                                        

Now the background 

At this time I was living in a halfway house, being allowed to get my life back together. See, I was 
homeless, going through a divorce, and was even too poor to file for bankruptcy. But, it was the very 
beginning of turning my life around, and finally facing those guard dogs of hell, by facing those fears 
within. 
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I had been living in this house for three or four months at the time, when this one night after going to 
bed found myself without my body, but fully conscious, looking in a mirror in the bathroom which was 
next door from the room where my body was asleep. That is when I saw that blue eye with white lines 
through its whites appearing in that mirror. It frightened and humbled me at the same time because it 
was so filled with compassion, wisdom and power. (It Was God) By the way I have greenish brown eyes. 

Next thing I know I was inside its body which was consciousness itself, (GOD) And I was now being 
shown it as well as feeling it. It was ALIVE! Just then I was shown my body with the others where they 
slept, with their nightmares, that make up this hell that lies between the temples. Call it karma for the 
way one lives....Also many years later I realized why the mirror. It was showing me what was inside of 
me as well as us, Yes, that stillness with its pure awareness. And proven in the last vision on August 25- 
2016 that ends this text. 

 

 

 After that experience, the very next night, I had another vision. This time I am led through a door that is 
an entrance. There are two rooms: one is on my left, the other on my right. I am shown the room to my 
left. A woman is lying on a slat jutting from the wall, which is her bed. It is half way up, on the back wall 
to which I face. She appears to be as old as time itself. She is waving one of her arms, as if calling me to 
come to her, as though she has something to tell me. She has long silver hair, white milky arms, and her 
face is made of suede of several different colors, and is smooth like calves’ skin. There is a light about 
her. She frightens me, and I run away. A woman of this description is mentioned as White Buffalo Calf 
Woman, who brought the Sioux the Sacred Pipe. Interestingly enough, seven months after that vision, in 
June of 1977, I have an idea for a new pipe. It lights from the bottom! This connection with White 
Buffalo Calf Woman became more and more apparent. I incorporated these two vision experiences 
(along with others that would come later) into other poems, "The Sacrifice", "Fear", "The Arrival" and 
"Happy Rain" and were included in a book I called Seven Crows.     

The details. 

So, here I was the very next night after that divine experience, only this time I entered into what I 
thought of as a very dark place, Hell. Involving a part of myself. (Incidentally, I was straight and have 
been ever since, now forty years) This is what I was shown in vision. I was standing in front of a kiosk 
ready to purchase something, the woman behind the counter was a large woman with really red lipstick 
on and half exposed breasts. She had a twinkle in her eyes that said, "I know what you want"? Then 
came from behind the counter. I thought she was going to invite me to have sex with her. How wrong I 
was because, because she led me over where there were these two rooms and took me over to the one 
on the left. Then she walked away smiling. Now I see she was showing me that I wasn't even good 
enough for her with my judgements. 

Looking in the room, it was such a dark place, with slats for beds on the walls where there were women 
laying in them. I really thought I was in hell and they were whores, and I was to be their food. On the 
furthest wall away near the back wall was this woman with a light streaming towards Her. She was 
under a quilt, and was waving one of her milky white arms for me to come to her. Her face looked as 
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though it was made of a suede, smooth and made up of several colors in patches of white, brown, red 
and black. She had a long grey braided ponytail.                                                          

 As she waved to me, I ran the other way and couldn't get out of there fast enough. Next I was going 
across a bridge when coming towards me was myself. When he got close enough I through him over the 
rail onto the train tracks below. So disgusted I was with that aspect of myself. But he, I, picked itself up 
off the tracks looked up at me brushed itself off, as if to say "You’re not getting rid of me" 

Later I would find that woman with the suede face was none other than White Buffalo Calf Woman and 
that I would invent a pipe seven months later.... Looking back perhaps that was why she waved to me to 
come to her in order to tell me that...Continue to turn your life around by thinking a new direction.As 
this pipe lights from the bottom...More will be said later.    

 1980 through 1985. Have several more visions; two while attending a retreat, which I attended once a 
year for ten years running. The first vision was about letting go. The second concerned compassion, and 
the third experience, which involved a temptation, resulting in a rapture of ultimate bliss. 

The Details 

I went to this retreat once a year for ten years straight. In one of those years I went into a confessional 
and when this old priest I had seen walked in to hear confessions, I decided I would go to him...Upon 
entering the confessional and when it came to my turn I said well it's been a year since my last 
confession. He quickly stopped me from saying anything further and said. (Now he hadn't seen me or 
new me) "is it the same thing that bothered you last year". OH what a wise old priest I thought, and yes, 
as well as the year before and before that. Never quite being able to put my finger on it...Well it turned 
out this retreat was all about letting go...So what he said made sense. 

This experience was in a vision. In it I was standing next to a big man at a bar. He was with his friend. I 
said to the one next to me " Look I don't care how big you are because I know Karate. With that he 
walked away and went into the other room opening a door to go inside. His friend said to me "Why did 
you say that to him because now he is going in there to kill himself.".  I felt so bad because I don't even 
know karate, so I went up to that door and carved a big circle in it and then tried to break it down when 
it just opened. He wasn't in there but there was this door to the right that was open so I went through it. 
I was then on this field, it looked like a football field. There way up the end of the field which was on the 
left of it was that big man. And he was weaving this field that was almost finished. The football players 
were now looking over to this side of the field wondering what was going on. (They representing this 
density) Now my seeing that beautiful man weaving, I knew he was weaving the lambs skin, associated 
with the Christ. It was alive. With that I found myself levitating upside down without waver just with this 
happy grin on my face. Just then the field became several circular pools of water with young babes 
diving in and out...What a beautiful thing this was …. What allowed me to see this other side was the 
compassion I felt for being such a phony. And because of that the door on the right was opened. And I 
realized WE ARE THOSE WEAVERS. 

 

Now the last spiritual experience while attending those retreats went like this. I had just attended a 
mass held in the chapel. At the end of it the priest said " if anyone has a rosary with them may I suggest 
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when you go back to your rooms to hold on to them without saying the prayers but just try to feel what 
the rosary is saying. Like what the Christ had to go through.  

My room was approximately 6x8 with a curtained window in the front a sink and bed on the right as well 
as a cross on that wall. So, holding on to my rosary after shutting the light. The room was extremely 
dark. So in just a bit I opened my eyes and when I did there was this light exposing a cross behind the 
curtain, my heart started a rapid beat. Just as fast this thought in my head said come on someone must 
have turned the light on in the courtyard that is behind that window, and the cross is just the woods 
that make up the window itself. So just get up and open the curtain. But this other thought I had said no. 
Because of the moment this happened I'll take it as a sign for me...Just then, the cross on the wall to my 
right shot a strobe of light in my direction touching me, then with it came this sweeping of ecstasy 
sweeping inside of me from head to foot like a wave going up and down, it lasted for a few minutes. I 
said to myself what the heck is going on. This was not earthly, as tears flowed from my eyes. There is no 
drug that could even come close to what I was experiencing. Think of your most intense orgasim and 
multiply it ten thousand times and that still wouldn't come close. This was a gift of grace, I was to find 
out later this was a rapture, the ultimate bliss. And all I had to do was not to follow through on that 
temptation that came from my mind...To allow me this experience of Christ. He is real! There's no 
mistake about it. 

 

 1983-84. Vision of a white sacred fish. It gave birth to a baby goat that backed out of its mouth. It was 
black with white spots. A few years later while reading a book by Carl Jung called Memories, Dreams, 
and Reflections; he talks about similar imagery, which he said was coming in from other receivers 
around the world. In my vision a birth took place.  

As said this happened in vision. It took place in front of what used to be my mother's 7 room motel. 
What I witnessed was this. I saw the earth open up and was looking deep down at this pristine ocean 
water below. (We are located an hour and a half from the coast.) In this scene mountains were also 
displayed in the background. They happen to be those where I was living as well as behind my mother's 
place.  

Now looking down at this pristine ocean water, a beautiful white fish started to rise up from it. I could 
tell it was sacred from the sparkles around it. It rose without waver, just came straight up as one on a 
mission. When next I saw it on land it began to give birth through its mouth, and at first it seemed to be 
a dog, but when I noticed little white spots on it I knew it was a goat. 

Sometime later I read a book by Carl Young, and in it there was a section, where he said that receivers 
from around the world were telling him of a vision they were having that involved the mountains, the 
depth of the sea, and the goat fish. Well here was mine taking place in the eighties, while there's must 
have been in the fifties or so. For Jung died early sixties.... He also mentioned that is was a sign of 
Capricorn, the goat fish and wouldn't come about for another twenty four hundred years. But here was 
mine, only in mine there was an actual birth of the goat. 

Looking back it made sense to me that this was the return of the Christ, as promised. The fish 
representing him (Pisces) for the last two thousand years, and summarizing, this symbolic return was 
suggesting with the birth of the goat out of him, would now be experiencing this life's many mountains, 
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until finally connecting head with heart. It was also telling me these experiences were all part of our 
collective consciousness, as those others who shared their experience did with Carl Jung. 

Twelve years later, in a flash, I saw a beautiful white shaggy haired adult goat. So it is growing fast, and 
we just might see it fully matured in our lifetime. That would be wonderful wouldn't it...We are the 
goats now climbing while also having that Sacred Heart! 

 

1985. Have a Vision of a wild Crazy Horse. A few months later, I received an obituary in the mail. It is of a 
friend who died the night of my vision of the horse. There's a postcard with it. It has an unprocessed 
stamp of Crazy Horse. My friend was a free spirit, and drawn to my pipe because he sensed its 
importance.  

This vision took place in a dream.          

My wife and I had just got back from a Christmas show. Later that night after going to bed, I have this 
dream, but not really a dream as you will see. When something like this happens it's more vibrant and 
symbolic than just the usual dream state. In this one I was near a body of water, when this wild Crazy 
Horse came rising up out of it. It was looking for me. I too must have been in a horse's body because 
when it approached me, we then acknowledged one another and just as soon it turned around and went 
back into the water from where it came. It did not float just walked back into the deep.  

When I woke, I told my wife about it and wrote it down. (See Letter, as well as postcard at the end of 
this book.) 

A couple of months went by when we received an envelope in the mail. It had an obituary which was of 
my friend who drowned when his car went into the river that night I had my dream, but what really 
showed me this was all true was the postcard they had sent along with it...It showed the Henniker river, 
and the stamp unprocessed, was of Crazy Horse. My friend really loved the pipe I had invented. He 
himself was a free spirit...After this the horse became more important in my life, which I also included in 
my opening. It is also my shield. 

 

1987. Sitting alone at home, speaking to Christ, the Unseen, I made a request to become a disciple. ...No 
different....no different than those who were called 2000 years ago. The following day, a friend, 
unaware of my personal request, handed me a book. The first page read, The Way of a Disciple. It was a 
book by Alice Bailey, a theosophist, introducing me to K.H., also known as the Tibetan.  (I will connect 
this with a woman guided by a spirit who comes to visit me later in 2000.) After my wife had left it was 
the only book I had on my shelf. 

October -November 1988. An old man appears in vision. He is at peace-I asked him the secret of his 
peace. Light hearted, he tells me to kill. I think he means to kill desires. 1989. One year later, I am shown 
what he meant.( I spoke of this in the beginning concerning fears and the dogs). 

 

 December 1989. Have a vision of a gold cat. I had entered a room. I was in the presence of someone I 
could not see. The gold cat enters the room. After being assured by the presence with me that I could be 
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trusted, the cat lays on its side. As its stomach opens, a two-tone gray cat steps out. Then the gold cat 
and I go to pick some vibrant green grass to feed the gray cat. It was to feed the shadow radiant food. I 
felt this was an initiation. 

So this experience happened in a flash. It's something that comes through the third eye. I was now living 
in a small post and beam house in the woods. When this scene appears. I am in this room at the end of 
which I see this beautiful Gold cat. When it sees me there it stopped in its tracks. This presence beside 
me says, "It's OK he can be trusted." With that the gold cat layed down on its side when it’s under belly 
opened and this two tone full size grey cat stepped out. Then the gold cat and myself (I was in a cat's 
body) went over to this really vibrant green grass picking it with our paws to bring back to feed the grey 
cat. I call this now feeding the shadow radiant food. It also became clear that even this gold cat had this 
grey size within itself much like us all, no matter the appearance. I also felt this was some sort of an 
initiation. 

 

December 1991. The beginning. Feel an explosion in my belly. It is a mystical fire. Go without sleep for 
several days. I have exceptional energy and clarity. Later that month, in the morning at home alone, a 
female voice calls my name twice. She says DANIEL, waits 15 seconds, and then repeats DANIEL. It is 
loud and clear. It was as if she was giving me a wakeup call. Like, you better get ready. The voice I heard 
was that of my wife's, at that time. In recounting the incident later to my wife, she tells me she had the 
same experience, hearing my voice instead. 

I would learn what this all meant when in 1993 my wife left, my mother dies as well as the father who 
raised me in just six weeks’ time...Now to go back just a little bit. I was walking up on my favorite road 
and had stopped in front of this farm house. I was standing there on the side of the road. When this 
flash! I see my mother and wife riding in a car right by me. Next I see this fire and the forest in front of 
me open up to fields and field stone walls. Next I see where the fire begins. It was back at my house, So 
this fire of the heart in that six-week trial. But also how other things would the open and be clear... 

 

February 1992. Vision of a priestly figure. He is feeding me the Eucharist, from his mouth to mine. He is a 
young adult.  

This happens in my house. It happens with one of those flashes, when the third eye opens. This happens 
without me trying, just happens. I suddenly become aware of these priestly like figures, they are young 
men dressed in everyday clothes. One of them comes to me and feeds me the Eucharist from his mouth 
to mine, like a bird would its young. I thought when coming back into this earth state, that I must be 
really one sick fella. But that's not what he meant. He was just letting me know they were feeding me, 
for A week or so later. Vision of the two same priestly figures show up again, one gives me instructions. 
"Live simple, don't interfere, and stop enjoyment." Stopping enjoyment leaves me baffled, and angry for 
I pushed one of them with my hand against his chest, and said, "What do you mean stop enjoyment? He 
just turned his back and walked away. Looking back he was probably saying look we are feeding you so 
just do the work that comes before you and stop fooling around. That would make sense. 

June 1992. I complete a new all wood pipe.   
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July 1992. Fire rages inside me and I am entering the dark night of the Soul. Revelation not to run away, 
know that I'm to stay with it, right where I am. (I am dealing with my false pride) 

My wife left me for another, she met her soul mate. I just didn't want to face those feelings but they 
showed me how dependent I was, even though I acted like a free spirit. For when she left, my body 
would shake just like some little boy. I was finally realizing it was time to grow up, and didn't want to do 
it all alone. So, I kept stamping my feet, I guess I was telling my guides that I was happy right where I was 
and didn't want to go through all this...This wouldn't be the last time...I still kick and scream when it's 
time once again to move on.... 

 

July 1992. Have a vision of a pair of wolves. I can't see them but I know they are there. One is male and 
one is female. They are at the top of the mountain I am climbing. They frighten me, so I start to head 
back down the mountain. Two horses come from the bottom chasing after me. One is black and the 
other is like the one in my Crazy Horse vision, chestnut. I know they want me to go to the top of the 
mountain and face the wolves.  

 

August 1992. Meet a man who worked with the Sioux. He encourages me to continue work with the 
pipe. Tells me it's important. Makes me a Medicine stick. Stays eight days with us. He is with his new 
family, an eight-year-old boy, and a new baby girl. They were traveling for a year or so in a VW van. 
When they arrived at my house that first day, upon entering says " Now I know why", and went out to 
his van and brought back a painting and said "this belongs with you. I painted this a couple of months 
ago and didn't know why but now I do". It was of two whales out in space, one was on top of the other 
heading in different directions. They were out in space with a shooting star heading in their direction. 
So, he must have picked up that my wife and I would be separating. This is also a symbol of Yin and Yang 
in the Indian tradition.                                                

How we met, it was one of those intuitive decisions. My wife and I hoped on my motorcycle and went 
down to this Indian's gift shop. Pulling in to its drive there was a man standing outside his VW. He 
walked over to us and asked if we knew anyone who bought Indian art. (He was an artist among many 
other things.) So, I said I knew a lot of people and then invited him to come for dinner at our house. He 
stayed with us for about eight days. I got him in a local art show that was happening that weekend. The 
night before he painted four works during that night that were extraordinary. He also read many of my 
books in our library. This fellow was almost supernatural I swear.  

We had many discussions throughout the week it was soul food for me. The eight-year-old boy was very 
alert and full of life. One time he was out in our backyard and asked us if we had any snakes around 
here. I said well we never see them Just then he says Danny and Kathy Look. He was holding up this 
three or four-foot snake as he smiled looking up at us. There were other times that his bare arms would 
be filled with all the bugs that I'd never seen and more important he seemed to welcome them all. His 
mother told me he was always like that, these things were just drawn to him. It was really extraordinary. 

Anyway, my wife and I had to go to Boston for a funeral, when arriving back and pulling down our 
driveway I was hoping that they didn't leave yet, because they said they would be going to Germany and 
then to Brazil where he had some land. Well arriving near our house I saw some smoke coming from the 
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front yard and their van was gone. They left our house immaculate and going inside I walked up to our 
picture window and looking out said "Who were you all?" Just then four crows, two adults two young 
ones landed on a branch just outside on a tree... 

Later I read this book called " The First Wave" It was about these people who were brought up to an 
Alien craft and given special powers. Because of the events that all took place with them, I wondered.... 

 

August 1993. Vision of fire opens vistas unseen. Fire begins at my house. This was a prophetic vision 
showing me what was ahead of me.  

September 1993. My Mother gives me her scrapbook. At one time she was a singer. Handing it to me 
she says, "I was a little star". I write a poem about that, calling it "You Said You Were A Little Star", which 
I was able to share with her. She was approaching death. 

Early October 1993. I hear the sound of a horse’s hoof beating the ground outside my house. I go 
outside to look. Nothing is there. The next night my Mother dies. I knew this would be so.  

October 1993. The night my Mother dies there is a warm gentle rain. After going back to my house, 
sometime around three a.m., the rain stops for a moment, and a single star appears in the sky. Two 
weeks after my Mother dies, to the day, the Father who raised me dies. He'd had a dream the night 
before and in it dug up my Mother's casket. She was waving him to come to her. And so he did.... That 
night there was also a warm gentle rain when once again it stopped for a moment, and, while looking 
out my window, two stars appeared. They were side by side. A few days before my mother was to die, I 
caught her and the father who raised me in this unusually quiet and intimate moment, which I later tried 
to capture in this poem. ELEANOR Near the end of October  

 

1993. I have a vision of a Turtle. The imagery left me feeling as if I had taken a sacred vow. I wasn't sure 
what it was. That it was somehow connected to the earth. (Later, I would come to understand that the 
Native interpretation of the turtle represents our earth.   

Now the story. At this point I am living alone at my house. When this flash happens. I am always awake 
when the flash takes place. In it I am looking out my picture window at a body of water when I see this 
really large turtle come out of it onto land. It was big as a car and black. Then its body rose up from its 
legs, like one of those trucks with its wheels under their high bodies. It was comical to look at. Then it 
started to run up this path that was on a hillside. Just at that moment I got bit by a right size turtle on 
my wedding finger drawing red blood from it...When I came round I thought this was reminding me of a 
vow I must have taken regarding this earth. At least that's what it felt like. 

 

January 1994. A few months later I am sitting in my house in the afternoon when I have a vision of a 
White Bear. In the vision, there were two young boys standing close together who were about thirteen 
years old. They represented different aspects of myself. One boy was looking off in another direction in 
a disinterested way. When the White Bear appeared, it towered over the other boy, and while standing, 
threw itself head first, in a loving way, into that boy's chest. This was done with an obvious 
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determination. All at once I understood why, from that period of my life, my heart had been put through 
so many tests and, where the power of my ability to endure these tests came from. I also felt the 
substance, or works that came from the heart was a food, or manna, for this White Bear. And because of 
the severity of some recent tests, the White Bear was granting me this vision ...for I was in need of 
courage to continue. I knew the disinterested shadow of the boy had his place. He was not to be denied, 
but, instead, he also was to be fed this radiant food, which comes from the heart.  

This bear is known as a spirit bear.                  

 

February, 1994. Vision.  The sky turns into a hand. I know it to be Mary's, mother of Christ. She offers it 
to me with a message. She says 26 million seedlings will die. She is speaking from what I felt was 
Yugoslavia. 

Spring of 1994. Everything fell into place to have a two-inch high White Bear produced. On the day of 
the eclipse during June of 1994, I took my medicine stick, which was made for me in August of 1992 and 
Sioux in origin, and went to the top of my favorite mountain. At the beginning of the eclipse, I made my 
request that the spirit of the White Bear that entered my heart enter the little white bears and the heart 
of those who would receive them. After enjoying the rest of the eclipse, I headed down the mountain 
and found a hawk's feather. This told me my prayer was answered.   

 

1994. A new birth. THE ARRIVAL  

In vision, I am out in a boat, when I see this other boat filled with babies. It then capsizes and the babes 
sink into the water. I immediately jump in and save one of the babies, it was a boy. I then jumped back 
in to rescue others but no one else was found no matter how deep I went. Instead it was just crystal 
clear. 

Later in another vision I saw this babe once again. Now it was around five. I was in a basement with the 
babe when I saw this lion trying to reach in with one of its paws through this window that was opened 
just a little. I knew it wanted to get this child so I beat it back. The child represents that which is twice 
born, and the lion was my own pride that would prevent its growth. ...So the child arrived and the child 
survived. 

 

July 1994. Vision of green-eyed lady, two in the afternoon, on my porch. She is extremely beautiful. She 
is fair skinned, has blonde hair and pure green eyes. I ask her "What is it?” knowing her to be my Soul 
mate. She answers, "Patience". Next day, same time, another appearance, this time, a faceless image 
with one green eye centered between where brows would be. No words are exchanged.  This happens 
on my porch. I know now that she is in the subconscious of many of us. But having said all that it started 
an inquiry. 

Sometime later I happened to be in a bookstore. I was picking up a book to look at from a center table 
when this tall fella walked over to me and said "Is it enlightenment you're looking for? (He had an Irish 
accent.) because it's up here." Pointing to his head. I said, "I think it down here". Pointing to my heart. 
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He said "Ah, you must be a poet." I said "As a matter of fact I am." Well he said, "I am a Druid and my 
wife and I found these sacred circles just north of here." We were in Cambridge Mass at the time. I said 
well my house sits on such a ground, in fact I had a woman appear to me just this past July. He stopped 
me and said "Tell me did she have green eyes, blonde hair, fair skin and was she very beautiful?" I was 
taken back, how could he know without my telling. Then he said well that is Arianrod. I then told him 
about the one I saw the next day the faceless one with the one eye also green. He said well that's Dagda. 
Two women then walked over to us with a book in their hand and said we were listening to your 
conversation and opened the book they had saying this is who you are talking about. Well all this just 
blew me away and instead of having the presence of mind I failed to ask him for a number where I could 
reach him or even look to see what the book was those ladies had. So I just left thinking that she was at 
least telling me she was real.... 

After that experience it started my looking for more information about her, but had little luck in doing 
so. So time past. I knew she was an Irish Goddess, so whenever in a bookstore I would do some more 
searching. Then a few years went by when I was in Texas and walked in to a Barnes and Noble. This time 
I walked over to the religious section and took a book down from a shelf. It was called Wisdom Of The 
Celtic Saints by Edward Sellner. Opening the book, I started to read about Saint Brigid, I thought yes 
that's her...She was a nun who lived in Kildare Ireland, and had two monasteries. She took the traits of 
the Goddess Brigid...Whose main trait was PATIENCE, her flower was Coltsfoot. Which happened to 
grow around my house and her Sacred animal was a WHITE COW. And she was known as a SOUL 
FRIEND. So this soulmate I thought.  I thought that Druid Fella must have got it wrong until a few years 
later when I was back in NH, I told my story about the appearance concerning them to a priest I knew 
without saying the name of Arianrod. I said Brigid, after which he said "The Celts had many names for 
their Goddesses, in fact she was also known as Arianrod. And Dagda the God of knowledge was as some 
said was her soulmate while some say her father...So the Druid fella was right. (Well sort of) 

Many years later this would finally come to a conclusion, that is the Goddess message to me about 
Patience, when on a trip to Ireland, and how she presented herself to me. You will see.... 

Also, as I said we have to look at our recent visions more clearly, as to what their intentions, are truly 
trying to imply. Such as now looking back (it is 2016) I see the reason for the vision of this one with just 
the green eye without any facial features, and with nothing being said. I think Arianrod-Brigid, as well as 
Dagda, was showing me a face not influenced by features, and their judgements, like my idea because of 
the beauty I saw in her the day before, and thinking she my soulmate, because of what I saw. Maybe 
this is the real knowledge that Dagda and Arianrod were now revealing to me, that is heaven's Soul, the 
one true soulmate, that is in all of us. 

Obviously, as that Druid fella I met who knew all about them, it became clear that many others have 
also seen them, and that they were there in our subconscious, and still are present to this day, 
appearing as they will, when necessary for us to see.  

 

August 1994. A white buffalo was born in the United States. In recent years, natives had been saying this 
event would happen. It was part of a prophecy that had been passed down by them with a story 
concerning the Sacred White Buffalo Calf Woman. A long time ago, she gave a sacred pipe to the Oglala 
Sioux. White Buffalo Woman taught them how to use the pipe in prayer and then told them that at the 
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end of the world, or this cycle, that she would come back to earth and reveals herself as a white buffalo. 
She then left the Oglala Sioux village and turned herself into a white buffalo, changing colors as she 
rolled over four times. 

Those colors were the same as I saw on the face of that woman who frightened me back in 1976, and it 
was several months late in 1977 I thought of my pipe that lights from the bottom. It happened when I 
was sitting on a piece of land looking out at a mountain and praying for help in continuing to turn my life 
around. The very next day, I thought of it... 

 

October-November 1994. A woman who says she's guided by spirit calls me. She had never been to New 
Hampshire. Upon arrival a psychic directs her to me. She says it's important that we meet. I bring her to 
my house. She tells me she is a healer and guided by a spirit. I asked her who the spirit is and she replies 
"K.H.", whose initials I recognize. I show her the book I have called the way of the Disciple Who was 
known as The Tibetan and was KH It's quite a coincidence isn't it. (Refer to 1987)  

The whole time she is talking to me I have a burning sensation where a third eye might be. I show her 
many totems that have come to me in many interesting ways. Told her I was still waiting for two more, 
concerning two visions; a pair of wolves, and a turtle. I explained the Turtle vision I had had to her. She 
said "I'm glad you told me of the Turtle vision, because I brought this with me from the Orchid Islands. 
Opening her hand, a metal turtle with the Buddha sitting on the shell was there in her palm. She then 
said, "It is for you". Once again I was given a message of patience. November  

While she was at my house, she told me a story about Sai Baba. She herself was from England and was 
visiting Stonehenge, when she found herself automatic writing and when finished it was signed Sai Baba. 
Not knowing who he was she asked around with the people who were there and one said Sai Baba is a 
guru from India. Well she said I guess I'm getting the call to go there, so she did. She ended up going 
back several times. After telling me that story she gave me a cup containing what she said was Vabuti. 
She said this comes from the palms of his hand and is Sacred. We spent the week off and on until she 
said she was getting a call from spirit to go someplace else and then left. 

All that winter I would put a dab of the Vabuti on my tongue and then light a candle. Every time I did this 
the candle would have a green and red aura around it, it was so soothing to me. Well, I came home one 
day and there was a note on my door and it was from her. (It now was spring) and she said spirit wanted 
her to come back here. Later as she pulled down my driveway and got out she said Daniel come look I've 
got something to show you. It's a picture of Sai Baba. (She had told me she thought I looked like him in 
his previous life) There on her front seat of her car was two postcards of Sai. One of which was him 
sitting like a candle with that same aura I had seen all winter...I said please let me have that one, and 
told her of my experience with the candle. She said I guess he was calling you, but never the less I knew I 
wasn't and didn't have to go to India. 

She then played me a DVD of him, in it was a fella who was a thief on the wrong road who just 
happened to have a picture on his wall of Sai. Then one day the picture of Sai started oozing out with 
the Vibhuti. That man now works with Sai....It was his way of calling him and also showing this sacred 
power he has... 
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March 1995. The Crow vision. Two crows. One in mid-air. One in a nest. Mosquitoes are circling the one 
in mid-air So thick it can't be seen. When the mosquitoes disappear, the crow in mid-air turns into a 
small white lamb.  

This vision took place at my house. I was near my picture window, when in that flash, which comes from 
the third eye is before me. WHAT I see is the crow in midair with a perfect circle of mosquitoes around 
it. In my thoughts, I said my god those mosquitoes are going to kill that crow with so much irritation. But 
as soon as thinking that is when the mosquitoes disappeared and the crow was now a white lamb. It 
then made sense to me that this was how transformation was going to go that is with so much irritation 
we would become like that lamb. Makes sense doesn't it.... The one in the nest shows us that we're just 
young ones and to have to grow up first. 

 

Within 24 hours I have another vision. I was at the highest mountain overlooking a thousand peaks. I 
knew I'd be home once I had experienced them all. A PLAN COMING DOWN (Now being 2000, it is 
interesting to note how the mosquitoes are infecting the crows in a fatal way with the Niles virus)  

Near spring of 1995. One night in bed I feel something biting at my toes. I kick it, and hear it thud. I know 
it to be a cat, even though I do not have a cat. It reminds me of the vision of the gold cat. In the middle 
of next night, a mystical experience, I feel a giant celestial bird that sits on my roof. I sit up, the bird 
knows I am awake, and I hear its huge wings lift off. I think to myself, this bird is caring for me, 
protecting me and that I am still young and in its nest.  Then upon waking into semi consciousness I feel 
this and see this naked woman laying right there beside me. Upon knowing I'm waking up she leaves. I 
know a woman who travels via a cat and sometimes a bird...I'll speak of her much more later, because I 
know it was her. 

 

January 1996. The people who make my White bears come across an article showing a painting of a 
White Bear and turtle joined together. 

 

 It fascinates me that there are circles drawn around the bear's heart. It strikes me that someone else 
shared the same vision. Her name was given in the article with an address. I call her. Her name is 
Merielle Sioui and she is a Wendat from the Huron Nation in Quebec. I ask her about her painting and 
she tells me the White Bear represents our star system, the Milky Way, and the turtle represents the 
earth. The circles around the bear's heart represents the power of love, and by joining them, shows how 
intimate that relationship is. I then tell her about my visions of the turtle and the White Bear and share a 
recent poem called "Happy Rain". I explained everything in the poem was true except the last verse, 
which I hoped would come true. After reading the poem, we both laugh out of control. It was as if two 
people had just been brought together to have their purposes finally revealed. We have many talks on 
the phone. Our lives run parallel in many respects. I tell her of the pipe I invented. Her husband, who 
died in 1983, was also a pipe maker. I tell her of my visions of the crow. She reminds me that they are 
messengers. The next morning at daybreak I am woke by a crow. I think of her husband. I have a vision 
of Seven Crows. They head towards Canada. I know I am to go, and feel her husband is somehow 
bringing us together.  
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March 1996. I am invited to her reservation and travel to Canada bringing my pipe as a gift for Mireille. 
Seeing it, she says it is the new sacred peace pipe representing the new direction. Her son and brothers 
agree and tell me they would like to make them. It becomes a dream come true. I return home. Mireille 
calls me to tell me of a dream her brother has of her husband. In the dream her husband hands him a 
big book. All the pages are blank except the two middle ones. There is a picture of a village around a 
special lake they know. It is the last pristine one of its kind. Their vision for this area has been to create a 
village around that lake, where aborigines from around the world could come and stay, to exchange 
ideas. Also for others who are walking the Red Road. This is their dream. Her husband was reminding 
her brother of that in the dream. It is also interesting that the spirit of that area they call the Bush, is the 
White Bear. 

My first trip and how it happens. 

So I had the invitation and a date to go there, but I had no money or a car. So the night before I was 
hitchhiking a ride to go to one of my favorite haunts. When I get picked up by a couple I know. When 
they asked me what was new I told them about my invitation to go to the reservation in Canada. They 
said they would be happy to drive me up to Montreal the next day. I said that would be great but other 
things would have to fall into place. I didn't have any money. Well getting home that night there was a 
check on my table a friend had left me. So now that would be no excuse. This whole idea was still out of 
my element, that is following through, when I remembered this Indian story I had read about a mouse 
who became an Eagle. It having been blinded made a journey to get to the top of a mountain through 
faith, courage and making the sacrifice. So that story was reminding me just to do it, take the chance. 
And more importantly it was because of that moment when having my own doubts. 

One time I asked Mireille if she had ever been to NH and new where Mount Washington was. She said 
OH yes many times I asked her how long it took from her reservation. She then said "I don't know that" I 
said you've been here many times but don't know how long it takes? She said "Well Danny when we 
leave, we just go when we get there, we just do." Now that kind of freedom just made me love her for 
that because no one I know lives like that. That is to allow whatever transpires along the way and to be 
ready for it. 

So I get my ride to Montreal and then board a train. It was full of people heading to Quebec where I too 
was going. This young fella sitting beside me would look at me then turn the other way and cringe. I just 
smiled at that. Then when I heard an announcement we would be arriving in fifteen minutes, I noticed 
this really beautiful girl sitting on the other side who kept answering a phone of hers. I had never seen 
those phones before now they're everywhere. So I walked over and asked if I could use her phone. She 
looked up at me as if I had two heads. I said oh I'll pay you. She then handed me the phone and when I 
looked at it I said could you dial the number for me, I've never used one of these before. She now 
looked really aggravated. But did so then handed me the phone. Mireille was on the line and I said I'll be 
arriving in about 15 minutes. Handing back the phone again I said can I pay you? She said no. I then took 
one of my packets of poetry and went back and handed it to her. She looked up and said "You're a poet? 
I said Yes. She said " You are so lucky".  

When the train pulled into the station that beautiful lady walked over to me and said "Can we share a 
smoke in the station? I would like to talk to you." I said of course. When in the station she offered me a 
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smoke and I said I smoke a pipe so I lit her cigarette. She then said to me "Why are you so happy? And I 
told her about this journey I was on. Then I asked "Why are you so sad?" Immediately she started to cry. 
I then took out one of my white Bears and gave it to her. I said this will protect your heart. Then I asked 
her what is it you do. She said she was in advertising. So here she was the perfect look and dress, the 
right education and her soul was empty. Of course, no one think of approaching her because she gave 
off this appearance of that cold independence. Then she said here comes my boyfriend can I write to 
you? I said if you feel the need, sure. Her boyfriend was like her very handsome, but none of that 
mattered. She introduced me and then began to walk away. Her heals made a lonely sound echoing on 
the marble floor. She kept turning around to look back at me, and then they were gone. 

I positioned myself up against a wall just outside a restaurant that was there inside waiting for Merrielle. 
It was the end of the work day and the restaurant was filling up with well-dressed people. They would 
pass me by without even a glance. I looked like a nobody as far as their concerns and I just imagined 
their conversations when talking about their jobs and those they worked with. We know how that goes 
don't we?  Then suddenly through this revolving door came Merrielle. Her son was behind her, and she 
knew just who I was even though we never met. She walked over to me with her vibrant green eyes and 
her sharp features, bird like and a nose that would make any Indian envious, she was so beautiful in her 
simple appearance and stood out like no other who entered that restaurant. She was royal. We then 
smiled at each other and without a word we left as if acknowledging the mission, we were on. I would 
stay there four days and did so four other times. 

 

Now you will see the power of a Medicine Woman! I also know now it was Mireille who came to me via 
that cat and that it was her that layed beside me. I know this because she knew more about myself than 
anyone else, so must have been observing me for a long time. That's a fact! She knew my private 
moments. 

May 1996. Mireille tells me it's time to build my canoe. I ask her what she means. She tells me to 
meditate. Someone will come along to tell me. She also said it was the day that all the medicine men 
opened their medicine bags in honor of the white buffalo that had recently been born on Pine Ridge. 

A few hours later, I was visiting a friend where he works. His girlfriend asks me how you can find out 
who your spirit guide might be. For the first time, I place my thumb between her eyebrows and ask her 
to close her eyes and see what animal or bird may appear. When she opens her eyes, she says, I saw my 
dog. I say, maybe then it's the wolf. Her boyfriend then asks me to do the same, but not to program him. 
I say I'm not programming. He closes his eyes and I place my thumb between his eyebrows. When he 
opens his eyes, he says, "That's funny, what I saw was a birch tree that came down, and then it turned 
into this beautiful canoe. I had him repeat it again.  

Then I thought how connected Mireille was. I told this story to another friend a few days later. She 
smiled and said I think I know where you're going to write your book. She said she was refinishing a 
guesthouse and it was on Canoe Carry Lane. We laugh.  

A few days go by and I go to see the people who make my White Bears. I tell my friend Melanie, who 
makes them, the canoe story. She is smiling and says, "Danny I had a dream just last night and my 
husband and I were in a canoe. We were down at the ocean, near the shore. I see this big ship, the 
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biggest ship I ever saw. I said to my husband, 'We are going to die when this big ship passes.' He says, 
'Lie down in the canoe. So we both lie down in the canoe, and you know what? Not a ripple goes under 
our canoe."  

A couple of days go by and I meet a woman they call the wolf lady. So I tell her the whole story of the 
canoes. She is glad I did, because she has one to tell me. She said it only happened a week or so ago 
when she was taking a walk through the woods to the river. As she was walking she could hear all these 
voices behind her. When she turned around to look, no one was there. When she got to the river, she 
stepped in and sat on a rock. Looking into the water, she sees what she first thought was a pack of 
wolves, but as she looked closer, it was buffalo, and lots of them. They were flowing by her, passing by 
the rock she was sitting on. Next, she hears a man's voice say, "They will never control me", and then 
right in the water, coming across, between the buffalo, is a man in his birch Canoe. After telling me this 
story she went to her car and brought me an article out of the newspaper about the white buffalo born 
at Pine Ridge, and said, "Danny, I think you're supposed to go to Pine Ridge."  Again this four comes up. 

 

November 1996. The day before I am to begin my journey across the country, I have a flash. In it I see a 
big brown bear. When I look again, it is a white shaggy-haired goat. It is a young adult. The very next day 
I share this last experience with a woman whom I didn't know. She tells me she is a Baha'i, and the white 
shaggy-haired goat represents the messenger they are waiting to come. She also puts out a newsletter 
called The Goat. She asks me if it has horns, and I tell her no. (I sense the messenger is here, but still 
needs to mature. I also think it is a state of mind and evolution of spirit. I believe it is the Christ 
Perfection.)  

April 1997. The Huron Wendat sends me the newly finished Sacred Peace Pipe. A friend makes a pouch 
that will hold my bear and turtle. I join them together for the first time. (Mirielle's people are of the 
Turtle Clan.) I take my Medicine stick and go to the mountain where I blessed the bears. Placing my stick 
in the middle of a circle, I turn it in all the directions, giving special Thanksgiving to all involved. Before 
going up the mountain that day, six Hawks keep circling in front of me. One is white. I see that as a 
Blessing, and the right time to walk up that mountain. I light the pipe and think about a simple message. 
---Think a new direction; it’s not too late to turn ourselves around. My feeling is the pipe is what it wants 
to be. A sacred peace pipe.  

 

October 15th, 1997. Vision of the Path. The symbol appeared in a flash, and the words immediately 
followed. The path that's neither left, nor right, nor in the middle, is the one that circles all three. I was 
in a coffee shop it was eleven in the morning, totally awake when the flash happens. As stated above. I 
then went next door to a jeweler friend of mine and showed him what I had drawn out after telling him 
of the experience I just had. He told me he'd never seen anything like it and to come back at the end of 
the day and he would make one up. So he did and we've been passing them along with that message 
ever since. 

November 15, 1997. I meditate with a woman, 26. We met only a few days before, and only for a few 
hours. We knew we came together for a purpose. The meditation was extremely powerful. It involved 
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Native energies. We used the Medicine stick, made for me back in 1992. It is important to know that the 
meditation was for us both, she being the one to receive the messages I also needed.  

 

December 1997. Meditate again with the same woman. Again Native energies appear. A healing took 
place and I knew it would be the last time I would meditate with her. She had been set free.  

Back in 1996, having dinner with Mireille, she told me she thought my job was to slay the Monster. She 
then told me the story of a monster that kept a village from sleeping. 

Here's the story. Mireille and I were having something to eat in a restaurant when she tells this story. 
She said there was this village that' couldn't sleep because of these dogs that would bark the whole 
night long. Then finally this one night a man got the courage to go out and look why that was. He 
noticed a mound where there was a beaver digging at it. So the next day he went there again and dug it 
himself. What he found were all these human bones within it. So he gathered them all up and brought 
them back to the village and the people there gave them their proper burial. Then all the dogs never 
Howled again... 

Several months later I asked her, "Where is this monster I'm supposed to sleigh?" She replies, "Oh 
Danny, YOU are that Monster." It took me another year or so to grasp the meaning, after which I wrote 
this Monsters Manifesto.  

May, 1996. In recounting these conversations with Mireille, I must point out the importance of each one 
of us to realize the parity, which comes from sharing our stories with one another. It is this cross-
fertilization which brings us together. To help us think a new direction, and....to lay the monsters bones 
to rest.  

This was another conversation with her in early May. It was evening when during our conversation, a 
moth flew up to my window. I said, "Hey, Merielle, the first Moth of the year just flew up to my 
window". She asked, "Danny, what's a moth?". And I said, "Come on Merielle-you know, it's those little 
bugs that fly up at night, to the light." Quickly she responds, "Oh no, Danny, you mean an evening 
butterfly, and when you turn the light on, they see you in there and want to be near you, because they 
love you". I felt my consciousness immediately raised and realized how we need such stories... because 
what I had been conditioned to understand was so suddenly turned upside down.  

The last story I have to share, concerning faith, came perfectly at a time when I really needed it. I was 
telling her about a porcupine I had seen while heading home that evening. I told her I had stopped my 
car and let it cross in front of me. She said, "Oh, Danny, you are so lucky, You're the luckiest man I know. 
Do you know what it means?" I said, "No, tell me." She said, "It means you will never have to go 
hungry." And then she added, "Haven't you ever heard the story?' "It was a very long time ago, a little 
boy about 5 years old was lost and in a cave, and was starving to death. A very wise old man knew this, 
and so he changed himself into a porcupine. He took a piece of bread with him and went into that cave 
to feed it to the boy, and he wanted everyone to know, from that day forward, if a porcupine should 
cross their paths, they too would never go hungry." In the uncertainty, I was living with, I was elated, 
and the story made me feel everything would be all right. Having faith that it would be so, made it so. I 
think of the story often, and it has proven itself ever since. 
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I also realized these connections I was having were not just happenstance. See when one gives up 
control back to the ONE then the WAY takes place. See you don't find the WAY, the WAY finds YOU. 

 

TRANSFORMATIONS February 1998. A woman friend, dying of lung cancer, asks if we can meditate, 
using my Medicine stick. The right moment finally presents itself, and we get together. At the very end 
of the meditation she has a vision. She sees a white crow. I sense its Sacredness, then, thinking about 
the Crow vision I had that involved a transformation, I think.... She has made hers, and it's time for her 
to move on. (She dies April 19th)  

Now this woman never smoked and ate really well. If you met her she would always give you a smile. 
That's just the way she was. Knowing she had this cancer she asked if I would come see her. She knew of 
me. So I went to her house, her two sons were there and her and I went in to her bedroom. We sat on 
her bed and I had her place her back towards me. I then place my hands several inches from her back. 
After a while I had her turn around, and then we both closed our eyes and I did my thing. When we 
stopped, she says she had a vision of a white crow, and I knew her time had come and that she had 
fulfilled her mission here, she was complete. A month or so later she dies and her friends were having a 
time of remembrance for her at a local ski area. I walked over to a buffet table full of food and was 
picking up something when one of them there said what are you doing? They knew who I was but I 
wasn't and never will be part of the click and they certainly didn't know of my meeting with her. So I 
walked outside and there was a small patch of snow part way up the mountain. But what was more 
interesting was the crow sitting in the middle of it. So, I just smile knowing the crow to be the 
messenger and was my friend now thanking me. Then I left without a word. 

 

Early June, 1998. Use my medicine stick on the full Moon. Person I meditate with has many experiences 
occur-She started by seeing a full moon with a newborn baby in its center. Next she sees a pentagram 
with a five-point star within. After, many different animals appear.  

Late June 1998. I have another vision. I see a tall pine tree at the end of a straight dirt road. I walk down 
this road with two other people. Hundreds of crows above the pine tree are flying around. They are 
excited and flying in no particular pattern. There is a nest at the top of the pine tree. A full-sized crow 
sits in it. It is half-black and half-white. Extremely distinct and vibrant. I sensed that it is time for it to fly.  

I would see this in the real when arriving at the Pine Ridge. Not the crow in the nest but the rest of the 
vision. 

 

August 4, 1998. Begin my journey to Pine Ridge reservation in South Dakota. But my calling is to go to 
Texas first. I buy a one-way plane ticket.  

August 4, 1998. I arrive in Texas. Later that evening, meditate with a young woman where I had been 
invited to stay. She has brilliant geometric symbols appear.  

August 5, 1998. Met the mother of the girl with whom I had meditated just the night before. It became 
clear that I had met the Pinto. 
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August 26, 1998. The journey continues and the two Pinto's are now traveling together. Both making 
plans to take the new peace pipe along with the vision of the path to the Pine Ridge Reservation in 
South Dakota. 

1998. Sherron and I work putting this book together (excluding this last chapter of course). Tuesday, 
Oct. 14th. After several delays at the printers, 25 books are finally ready. I see these delays as my guide's 
way of making sure that I am not ten minutes too early, or ten minutes too late for whatever is 
supposed to transpire. It also reminds me that I'm not in control. Not that I ever was. Having the book 
was necessary before making the journey to Pine Ridge. It was the last item needed before preparing a 
bundle that would include several other items. The book would help the one to receive the bundle, 
better to understand what this was all about.  

 

Thursday, Oct. 16th. I am restless. Neither one of us has the financial means to make the trip and 
nothing opening up. So, like a spoiled child, and intending this for my guides, I say to Sherron, "Maybe 
I'm not supposed to make this trip, and so I'll just make it easy and mail it." I can remember someone 
back home suggesting I do that, and how cold it sounded, well, it still felt the same. 

 Saturday, Oct. 18th. Sherron prepares the sacred bundle. She uses a piece of cloth she had been saving 
for over fifteen years. She knew it had a special purpose. She cut a square of the fabric, then hand-
sewed its edges. After, she placed the new peace pipe, a path pendant, a book and several other items 
carefully positioning them on the cloth, and then carefully wrapped them.  

 

Monday, Oct. 20th. Tell Sherron I just can't mail the bundle, that it just wouldn't be right. For the last 
two months, I had been insisting that we had to make this trip together, it was part of the vision, and 
the vision involved two pintos that would make this journey, she being the other one. Now frustrated, I 
said that I would take my chances and hitchhike, and I would leave the by end of the week.  

Tuesday, Oct. 21st. Sherron comes home for lunch and while sitting on the couch together she rests her 
head on my shoulder. Her eyes are shut. I start rubbing my finger between her eyebrows, hoping for a 
sign. Suddenly she exclaims, "I see a goose and it's really big. It's flying." I said, "I think it means to stick 
your neck out, take a chance." Later I asked her what color it was but she balked to answer, asking why I 
wanted to know. "Because I think those things are important." Suspicious, she said it was black.  

Thursday, Oct. 23rd. Again Sherron comes home for lunch. She amazes me when she asks if I can be 
ready to leave for the reservation that night. Of course, I said I could. She said after she got through 
work she would have a lot to do to prepare. We left near midnight. 

 Friday, Oct. 24th. After driving all night and day, we were nearing the South Dakota line from Nebraska 
when Sherron noticed a huge cloud right above our car. Once again in an excited way she says, "Daniel 
look at that cloud. It's a really big bird and it's black." We stopped the car to get out for a better look. 
Sure, enough it had the perfect shape of a bird, from its wings to its tail, including an eye. The bird cloud 
kept pace with us as we drove along, on an otherwise beautiful clear night. Friday, Oct. 24th. Near nine 
that night we arrive in South Dakota, and instead of driving to Wounded Knee as I had hoped, we 
decided to pull over and find a safe place where we would sleep in the car. We found a dirt road on our 
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right and drove in about a quarter mile to another dirt road on our right. We thought it looked like a 
good place to stop. At the entrance to the road was a wood sign, so we back up to shine our car lights on 
it. We both just laughed when on the center of the sign was an image of a big goose, and yes, it was 
flying! With that, we knew we were in the right place. Later during the night that cloud caught up with 
us. And, although it was still clear with brilliant stars all around, it sprinkled. It was a "Happy Rain."  

Saturday, Oct. 25th. We got ourselves up at daybreak our battery was dead but a man was there to help 
us. We asked him for a restaurant to get some breakfast so that fell into place. Indians ran the 
restaurant and when it came time to pay the bill they wouldn't take our money because it came to us so 
slow. I insisted but they still refused so we left it in the tip. But also asked them if we were close to 
Wounded Knee and they gave us the directions. 

But we went down this dirt road that was so slick because of the morning due and it being a white clay 
that the threads in our tires kept filling up with the clay and we had no traction, so I kept getting out to 
clean them. But where we were stopped I saw those crows flying in no particular direction just like the 
vision I had of them when back in NH. I really had to just smile at that. That is they were showing me 
that we were in the right place. See that's how it works. So now being not to be able to go any further 
on that road Sharon wanted to go back to the paved road, when this car pulled up and stopped. It was 
an old clunker filled with Natives. They asked us if anything was wrong, we told them about this slick 
clay getting into our wheels. Just up ahead was this dip in the road and I said to them look you better 
not go down there because you're going to get stuck. Well they just laughed and said We don't have 
time for that! And Wounded Knee is just after the next rise. I watched them as their car disappeared 
down that dip only then to come back up without having any problem. So I said come on Sharon we can 
do this, and next thing we knew we were there. 

At this intersection at Wounded Knee was this young Indian selling handmade tribal gifts, so we stopped 
to ask him for a recommendation because I still didn't know who we were supposed to give the bundle 
we prepared to. I thought it might be the Medicine man who still had the original one, but this young 
one after I showed him my own medicine stick said I think you're here to see our medicine man here at 
Wounded Knee. I said where does he live and he pointed just over there. Just follow that dirt drive till 
you come to the end. That's where he lives. So, I thanked him and gave him a White Bear. 

So Sharon and I arrived. He lived in this small wooden place. We went up to the door and knocked and 
this woman opened the door and invited us in. I told her I had brought a bundle to give to their 
Medicine Man. She pointed to an elder sitting at a table. I then gave him the bundle. He asked if he 
could open it and I said well I brought it for you...When he opened it he saw the pipe and asked if he 
could pick it up. I said of course it's for you...Then he got up and walked over to a small shed and came 
back with a braid of sweet grass which he handed to me saying come back to our Sun Dance in June. I 
said I don't think so that I was just glad to have made the delivery and it was out of my hands. Now we 
have to go because we have a long drive back to Texas. Just then one of the other men said "Where is 
the meet?" I said what meet I just gave you a bundle of things. Now we have to go and walked out after 
saying our goodbyes. 

Getting back into the car Sharon was angry with me. She said let's go and get the meet. I said but we will 
lose the daylight. She insisted saying let's get the meet. So, I said well you can get it. So, we drove for 
about thirty miles to civilization where there was a supermarket. Sharon then went into this store and 
came out with a huge slab of beef. We then drove back and I was just pissed and said you can bring it in. 
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So she did. As we were now driving away I asked her why did you do that. Quickly she said "Because 
they were hungry". Then I felt like a fool. Because I just thought it was more to do with a greeting, I was 
wrong.  

 

So, the day went incredibly smooth, making all the right connections. Later that evening around the 
same time and at the same place where we first noticed the bird cloud, a meteor flew right in front of 
us. It had a beautiful shaped white cone followed by a very long white tail. Then suddenly it exploded 
into two or three sections, each section turning an exquisite color of turquoise. We were just awed by its 
beauty. It was almost like God saying "Job well done, now here is something special for you both". 

Sunday, Oct. 26. Arrive home around one that night. After turning in the driveway and shutting the car 
off, I just smiled from way deep inside. In fact, we both looked at each other and without a word said, 
just knew, what the other was thinking. During the ride, back from Pine Ridge, Sherron confessed she 
knew all along she would make the trip. She's like that. I'm just glad she did.   

Oct. 30th, 1998, D.C. Daniel Faith is not a given. It is finding ways to support the evidence of things 
unseen. And that is how a dream becomes reality within the illusion.  

HURON - WENDAT ANONDAHOIN, 1996 De la Paix / Peace Pipe Peace Pipe Sacred pipe - The Turtle 
Island's Aboriginal Guardians, sharing a same vision of the universe, thinking of a new direction, lighting 
the fire from the bottom, giving thanks in all directions. It is time to turn ourselves around, to hold the 
pipe in a new sense of justice, peace and freedom to love our every living Turtle Island.    

Jan 1999. Leave Texas for San Francisco…Take the bus…I have thirteen dollars to my name. Stay with a 
friend who is recording lyrics of mine. I’m there for one week. He buys me a round trip ticket to NH.  

Jan 1999. Second week, meet up with my friend Jamie. He allows me to stay in his photo studio…I stay 
there for the rest of the winter…Arriving at his studio I find out he was at Wounded Knee two weeks 
after Sharon and I had been there…He took pictures, and was setting up a show at his studio, its show 
being that of the Pine Ridge Reservation…. while he was there he saw my White Bear hanging just above 
the stuffed White Buffalo at Polka Joe's. We had visited there on another occasion and went out into his 
field to see the white Buffalo that was born there.  

 

This was the second one and it was a male. The one that he has that's stuffed was a female. She died 
just thirteen days later. Then this second white buffalo was born. When we saw it, it had already 
changed its color. It was now black and was left by itself. The other buffalo wanted nothing to do with it. 
Perhaps they were jealous. A few years later a policeman shot it, claiming it had broken loose. It makes 
sense to me that the return would happen like that. Being that the female brought them the first pipe 
and now a male the second. It's something to think about. 

While staying at Jamie's in his studio, I work with a woman by placing my thumb on her third eye. She 
herself is a fine artist and drew what she saw. 
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March 1999. Place my thumb between eyebrows of a woman I had met in an Indian gift shop. She sees a 
White Buffalo…  

May 1999. A friend gives me a car; it is a 1990 Nissan…It would and still is, as of this writing be my home.  
(That was 1999, it's now 2016)  When people ask me where I live, I tell them I live at the hotel Nissan. It 
has dents and cracks like an elder’s face. 

May 1999. Meet a woman who is a Christian Scientist. We become friends. She has an affinity to all of 
God's creatures big and small. Tells me a story that took place many years ago, when she was in art 
school. She was living in Boston at the time. Well, in her apartment she like everyone else in that 
neighborhood was infested with cockroaches, but instead of the usual spraying to get rid of them, she 
started to feed them in a designated area. She said it didn’t take long for them to catch on that that was 
their place to eat, and so they not only looked forward to their feeding each night, but also respected 
her by not trying to find food in other areas of her apartment. I thought, now that's really the coolest 
story I've ever heard. She also explained she had always had this gift to be one with the animals or birds 
or whatever. She would say, “They know what you’re thinking.“  

Then she gave me an example, such as, one time while she was sitting at home thinking about taking a 
walk with her dogs in the woods, her dogs immediately came over to her, wagging their tales, then, 
when she opened the door to go for the walk, there was a crow right outside her door, who also read 
her thought. Well, wouldn’t you know they all spent the day together, and at times the dogs and the 
crow would separate, only to join up again with her later. This they kept repeating the whole day.  

We also meditated together, what she sees first is Mickey and Mini Mouse. Then little sea turtles 
scrambling towards the ocean. Then a gathering of Native American men, after which they formed a line 
and one at a time, began lifting off the earth turning for a short time into Eagles. Then each dispersed 
among the constellation known as the Bear. Her sense was that the gathering of these Native Americans 
was their becoming aware of the importance in what their lives represented, that is, what they stood 
for, and as each became aware of that, they dispersed among the stars aware of their infinity.  

Just before I was to start on my journey back to the reservation for the Sun Dance this same woman 
friend gave me two toy mice to keep on my dashboard. They were to remind me of a story I had told her 
about a mouse that through faith courage and sacrifice was to become an Eagle. I told that same story 
earlier 

May 1999. Meditate with a friend, again I press my thumb between the brows, after she opens her eyes 
she starts telling me what she saw. She had never had such an experience… She described seeing a 
feather standing upright, it is white at the bottom, the rest being black.   

(A few days later, someone told me it was a young Golden Eagle’s feather.) Beside the feather is a ball of 
extreme white light. Next, she sees an old man, as well as a big old tree with no leaves. Then a hand 
appears, it is facing her, open, it is smooth without the slightest of marks or lines. 

June, first week or so. Meditate with a person upon first meeting her. (I always get a strong gut feeling 
that tells me it’s the right person and the right time to do this sort of thing) When she opens her eyes 
she proceeds to tell me what she saw. First there were two Dolphins swimming in an ocean. Then one of 
them becomes like a curtain as it separates in two. What she sees looking in is a little girl’s legs kicking 
and splashing the water below where she is obviously sitting. Next, she sees an old woman, and an old 
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tree. Then a hand appears facing her; it is all smooth except for what she thinks is an eye in the middle 
of the palm.  

June 18th 1999. Begin another journey to Wounded Knee at Pine Ridge to attend the Sun Dance I had 
been invited to back in October 1998. I had since talked to Pearl White dress by phone, and she said I 
could set up my tent on their property, where the dance was to be held.  

June 20th 1999. Arrive at Pine Ridge. It is late Sunday afternoon; I had been driving day and night 
covering 2000 miles. Slept in my car next to the medicine man's place. Have an out of body experience; 
think the medicine man and others are checking me out. They are looking in my car; it’s all astral of 
course. 

June 22nd 1999. Was asked to do a sweat, with several Lakotas. The one who approached me said it was 
the medicine man’s idea and that he must have seen something special in me because it was an honor. 
Well I couldn’t refuse, and agreed. Just before going into the sweat lodge the one who asked me said, 
“Everything will be alright, just as long as you pray from the heart. Those prayers will be heard by 
Tunkashila, and He will keep you cool “. With that we entered the Lodge, the several Lakotas, and the 
Yaqui who had asked me for the medicine man. Once inside rocks, seven of them were past in one at a 
time. They were extremely hot. Each time one was passed in the Yaqui who was in charge of the sweat 
would sprinkle some cedar on it; the small area was quickly permeated with its fragrance, also filling my 
body. This was all new to me, never having done a sweat before. 

 I am also claustrophobic and being in such a confined area, my paranoia began to take over. After the 
Yaqi gave thanks for the honor of presiding, each of the Lakotas also gave thanks; I also did the same. 
Then the yaqi gave the signal to the person standing outside the lodge to close the flap. Suddenly it was 
pitch black when I heard the first splash of water hit the rocks. With that came a wave of heat that was 
like a blow furnace. The Lakota then started to sing in what I can only describe as a high-pitched walling. 
I know it was something I had never heard before, right then I thought, what the hell am I doing here, I 
began to think that I was going to end up being some sort of sacrifice or something. For me the heat was 
unbearable, and not knowing how long this would last, I start to panic.  

The singing was continuous and I knew they were offering prayers from as deep as it gets. So, I kept 
saying over and over, whatever their prayers let them be mine too, just cool me down. Well my request 
didn’t work, and so I said “Hey I’ve got to get out of here, but no one heard me, the walling was so loud. 
Finally, the Lakota next to me said “Hang in there it’s almost over”. Then the Yaqui yelled something in 
Lakota, and the flap was raised. I was the first out you can bet on that, and quickly made it for my car. I 
had some water in my trunk; I staggered over to it and kept pouring the water down over my head 
trying to cool down. It took five minutes or so to get my composure back. I finally walked back to the 
sweat lodge. The Natives were just entering again, when I popped my head in and said ‘Guys thanks for 
having me but I’m not worthy to be in there with you.  

With that I drove down to where the medicine man lives and met his wife Pearl White Dress. I told her 
and her husband what had happened, and that I thought it was a sign that I wasn’t supposed to be 
there. Pearl kept saying that tomorrow they were going to select the tree and that all the ceremonies 
were about to begin. But I insisted that I wasn’t supposed to be there, and quickly left. On the way, I 
stopped to say goodbye to another Native I had been sharing stories with and told him of my decision. 
He thought I should stay, but my mind was made up. Earlier I had told him of a vision I had had that 
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involved two horses and a pair of wolves. I had been climbing a mountain when I heard these two 
wolves, a male and a female who were waiting on the top, and although I couldn’t see them I knew they 
were there. They frightened me and so I started to head down the mountain when two horses came 
charging up after me. I knew they wanted me to turn around and go to the top of that mountain and 
face the wolves. Well anyway my Native friend knowing that story said he had something for me, and 
then gave me what looked like a dream catcher but was instead a spirit horse he had painted in the 
middle it was on a piece of leather instead of the usual webbing. (The Horse is my shield) 

Any way he wished me well but thought that I should stay. So, I left, I was into Nebraska when I thought, 
“what the hell am I doing, I came all this way and now I’m running away”. Looking at the spirit horse and 
remembering my vision, I thought of what I said of not being worthy, and as I pondered that (It was now 
daybreak) I said screw that I’m going back, and so I did. They received me with smiles and asked if I 
would be the Fire Keeper, which I accepted, this too being an honor. On the third night, a storm came in 
and at one thirty that morning when the storm broke a rainbow arched across the sky. What a gift! I 
knew right then and there that I was the eyes for that rainbow. The Sundance itself is a private affair so I 
will honor them, the Lakota, and not disclose what happens, except that it is very special, and very 
sacred. This might be good place to share with you about an incident which I think reflects what 
separates traditional native people from people like me.  

This story is about Pearl White Dress. I was slowly making my way down a narrow dirt driveway that 
passes Pearls' and her husband's house. I was driving towards a field just beyond their house, which 
would lead to another field where the Sundance was to be held. Pearl was standing just outside her 
house as I was about to pass by. She had her usual smile on and I was about to stop when my door flung 
open and slammed into the upper part of her leg, and I mean it slammed really hard. Pearl didn't even 
budge and she still had a smile on her face. I said, "Pearl, are you alright?" And she said, "Yes, I'm okay." 
I said, "But that's going to leave you with a severe black and blue." and she said, "I know, it happens all 
the time." She then ended her sentence with a polite laugh. Now remember, Pearl is an elderly woman 
who limps around. Then I thought about how I would have reacted, given the same situation, believe 
me, it wouldn't have been without complaint, and with others I know, it would have ended with a 
lawsuit...MONEY MONEY. 

 It was then that I knew how detached she was from the body, so tolerant so humble and how dignified 
THAT is.  

June, near the end. After being invited back to the reservation, I left for Texas. Texas has had a strong 
draw for me. The woman Sherron, I had met, and known as the Pinto, is still my good friend even 
though we are no longer traveling together. But still Texas as I have said, has a strong draw.  

August 1999. Finally, the reason for the draw to Texas (At least one major one) is answered. I had been 
drawn to a local bookstore night after night. And whenever I peruse a bookstore I look for Celtic 
information in hopes of finding out whom that Green-Eyed Goddess was that appeared to me back in 
1994. I already told this story. 

Well this one-day after a bit of a depressing time for me with sleeping in my car in the Texas heat and 
all. I write a poem that goes like this, “Shadows under table and chairs provoke images, imaginary, 
sounds of flutes do the same- my purpose, my freedom, a deception, a Mirage, a fruitless path, a desert- 
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life meaningless no matter the prayer. A rock cannot turn itself into a tree, yet a tree can become a 
rock.” 

Well, that prayer was heard, for that very evening when I went into that bookstore is when I found the 
book about Bridgit. As I told the story, the book I found “Wisdom of the Celtic Saints”. 

Now I will quote from the book. (Her name is Saint Brigit” Brigit, a deity of wisdom, poetry, fire, and the 
hearth. A patron of healing. She is known for many leadership traits: PATIENCE, and most of all 
Compassion, this the basis of her spiritual power and of her ministry, as a SOUL friend”.  Well that blew 
me away. She lived sometime during 500 AD, and she still is around even today. When I read her traits 
and especially the Patience and Soul friend part, I just knew it was Her, and also why I confused her with 
being my soul mate. You might want to go back in this book to refresh your memory; the dates are June 
July 1994 and Oct November 1994. 

Later during the night, in vision, I had this realization, one that separated the “I” from the “Me”. I was 
holding my medicine stick and was sending healing thoughts to a lady friend who is dying of cancer, 
when with deep compassionate thought, the stick became pliable forming a beautiful arch, much like 
that rainbow I had seen. It was then I felt elation and sensed my purpose. It seemed that the fear that 
was holding me back was gone. I had given up control, and at that point was able to step outside myself.  

The latest experience took place the next day, when I was in a restaurant I frequent in San Marcos 
Texas. I owed a girl a favor that was working that day, so I called her over and asked her to open her 
hand and face her palm up. I then placed my hand about a quarter of an inch above it. I already knew 
that her dream was to sing, so I closed my eyes and prayed to the one who does all healing. There was 
an intense heat between our palms. After a few minutes, I took my hand away, and she was excited to 
tell me that the heat from our hands had entered inside her, and, she pointing towards her voice box, 
said it stayed right here the whole time. I just smiled.  

Well that’s all for now… The journey of these Connections that come after the fact continues…. Daniel. 
PS, I hope in some way these connections will also be helpful to you too. (Concerning doubt) THE 
ARTISTS DREW HIS NAKEDNESS. 

August 9th 2000 Dream vision, A wise old woman appears. She hands me this old wooden box. It is very 
narrow, maybe 12 inches across. It stands about three feet high. It has a door; she opens it. There on the 
back wall of the box are seven pairs of eyeglasses. They are lined up one on top of the other maybe an 
inch apart. Each pair has a different magnification… This suggests to look at things in many ways. 

Fall of 1999, while meditating with this young woman she saw a purple light. I then, let her wear my 
bear tooth, then in vision (Dream) three men appeared to her, one being an Elder offering her a snake, 
then pulling it back telling her she was not ready to receive it YET… 

I felt this was a message for us all…The snake represents the wisdom coupled with ancient knowledge, 
and the keeper of past life memories according to the Huron… 

Jessica Day…Fall of 1999, while meditating with her by the San Marcos River, in Texas she sees this 
through her third eye I was pressing my thumb against. The vision.  She sees a horse out in an open field 
running without any restraints with an eagle flying by its side. If you want to know what Natives want 
just look at this vision. It explains it all. 
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 Dr Janice Coffey Had a real life experience while in Alaska, when she was approached by three tall 
men…One told her that “God IS”. Then they took her into the center of the earth showing her their 
Crystal City and how the crystals were changing colors from all our polluting.  

On this occasion, I was pulling up to a restaurant I use to frequent in San Marco's Texas, when I noticed 
two white feathers hanging down from a rear-view mirror of a car that was parked. Then when the 
owner a woman was about to get in I stopped and said look, I have two white feathers hanging from my 
mirrors as well and do you believe in signs? She says she did. So, I asked her if we might try something 
and explained to her what I had in mind that is the placing of my thumb on her third eye. She agreed 
and this is what she saw. A woman appeared to her and her face was half Black with a white eye and the 
other half of her face was White with a black eye, and this woman that appeared to her said "Away from 
here. Wait for me." Again, I didn't know what she meant but I thought she was giving a message for me 
saying I am a woman of balance and I want you to wait for me...Now I see it as a future for us all as we 
are all climbing this mountain in order to achieve the true balance which will be our future. 

2003 March or so. Meditate with a woman. Press my thumb on her third eye. She sees several white 
lotuses in a dark pond, they are in a circle. The seventh is in the middle, is large and she watches it open. 
Tell me, how beautiful is that! 

2004. Again with another woman, she sees a purple light, then orange, then a white eagle in a sky of 
blue. The sun is above it. The eagle is making the infinity sign. The woman's stomach condition seems to 
go away. 

2004 Oct....Sister dies. 

A couple of years before my sister was to die, I saw her in our local supermarket. I was just behind her so 
I whistle at her. She turned around and she smiled at me so I asked her how it was going and how was 
she feeling. She said fine to both, but that she was going in to a hospital in Boston because they found 
something in her uterus. I said if you're feeling fine why bother. She said oh Daniel. I always believed in 
some cases leave well enough alone. Being her brother who she thought was way out there she would 
never follow what I would have recommended. Well she then started on Kimo and was sick for about 
two years and died anyways. I visited her in the hospital in an afternoon, she was scared to death 
because the doctor said they could only make her comfortable. That's not what she had been promised 
when she started that Kimo crap.  She said to me "I don't want to be alone" I said "You're not alone" 
Quickly she replied, " OH Daniel don't preached to me." I said, "I'm not preaching, I love you." With that 
she said "I love you too." But because of my experiences, I know we're not alone and that's a fact. 

Well, one of my aunts was there visiting with her when she said to me, this is my aunt. "Daniel, 
whatever happened to you? You had all the opportunities given to you, what happened? I just smiled, 
and said "have you ever read anything I have written?' See, like most people they measure success by 
what you have. I was never impressed by what someone had and never was out to impress anyone. All I 
know is even as a young child growing up poor I would always give whatever I had away. It just came 
natural to me, that is not to be attached to things. I always saw it as just sharing them...I guess I was just 
born that way. Now that doesn't mean I don't respect others for their achievements because I do. 
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2004 Dec. Christmas. Give a woman with a severe heart condition my White Bear to wear. I tell her to 
wear it for seven days. 2005 Jan. Woman has great news; her heart goes from 13 percent to 75. 

 2005 Sept. Get an invitation to go to Germany for Christmas. A woman there wants to see if we are soul 
mates. I go. We are not but I meet Anna. We are. It's magical she knows I am coming by a light she sees 
in the sky and when we meet and she hears my voice she feels like she is home.  

2006 On my birthday August 8th Anna has a baby girl. I am the father. Eva is left handed like me with my 
eyes.  

2010 Anna invites me to come to Germany to see Eva. She is now 4. Eva doesn't know I am her father. I 
bring her a gift it's a unicorn with a golden horn. I write a fairy tale about it and leave it with them. Anna 
and I have a breakdown. Once again destiny calls. 

2010 Have a discussion with a Bishop Jason. I tell him my vision experience concerning the green eye 
lady (I've already told this story earlier). 

2011 Summer. Meet a fella with his girlfriend. They are from Ireland. We meditate. Placing my thumb on 
his third eye he sees a baby black bear appearing out of the woods in the west. Then an eagle out of the 
east. And a white owl out of the north and a falcon in shadow out of the south. His girlfriend wants to 
illustrate my story of the Unicorn and she invites me to come to Ireland.  

2011 End of summer meet a young woman who is a seer. We meditate she sees an indigo color around 
me a color others have seen. She is a gifted woman.  

On another occasion, she was at home at the time standing outside her house when she had this flash. 

At one point, she sees a snake with a dragon fly near its head and my face in the dragonfly. The snake 
goes inside her.  That is because I was opening her third eye. 

2012 Jan. Go to Ireland. 2012 End of March and the day before I am returning to states, a lady wants to 
take me out to see the Hag. The Hag is a witch who was turned into a stone by some Saint. 

 

 While sitting beside her, (this rock), the woman who took me there, asked me if I felt anything, and I 
said no. But; looking down at this field below, there was one animal there in the middle of this field, and 
yes, it was Saint Brigid's sacred animal.... A WHITE COW... 

This brought everything together for me, and I saw who it was that was feeding me with the poetry, and 
who had been my muse.  

Upon returning to the States I retitled my books to The Poets Milk. When Arianrod (Brigid) told me 
Patience, when I asked her where are you back in 1994, little did I know then how she would reveal 
herself to me through her sacred animal, but she did, and I knew it immediately. And so, the retitling of 
my books to The Poet's Milk. Because, she has always been with me. Then I knew for sure. There is NO 
DOUBT! 

2013 Jan....Go back to Ireland. Receive a gift of what appears as a White Witch. It is hand made of white 
wool. I feel its sacredness. Once having it in my hand I approach a woman in a local restaurant where I 
would go for tea, and showing her this wool doll said to her she is talking to me so what should I call 
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her? She knew I had visited the Hag the year before, She says The White Hag Of Beara. Now I knew I had 
her name and that night wrote the poem. I put the two together that is the witch turned to stone who 
wanted us to see her for who she really was that is The Divine White Hag Of Beara. 

 

My friend Mary who took me out to see The Hag the preceding year invited me the following year to 
attend a satsang. That is a meditation group who watch a film of some others who were enlightened. 
Well after this evening came to an end and we were leaving, I saw this beautiful what appeared to me as 
a divine witch made out of lambs’ wool. It was by the door we were leaving and so caught my eye and 
just knew I had to have her. So, I asked the woman who's house it was and was told she made lots of 
things out of white wool as she had this doll, that I might have it. (I never ask people for things) and she 
smiled and handed it to me. I'll be forever grateful that she did. 

  

2013 May June. Pick up a book called Medicine woman by Lynn Andrews. She has had the same 
experience regarding the snake and dragon fly. The dragon fly lands on her third eye. She tells this 
experience to the medicine woman who guided her to have this experience. Then telling her what it 
meant. The snake like the bear sleeps for a long time and brings their visions to us. The dragonfly opens 
the third eye so those visions can be seen and shared with all.... This confirms for me the connection I 
had with that girl who had the same vision, and the forces guiding us, there is no doubt! See 2011. 

2013 While in Ireland, see myself slip into the Belly of The Whale – where I now wait for the next birth. 

 

August 25 2016 

Work with a woman who has many health issues. She is and was very competitive, pragmatic and 
athletic. Her world like many others is filled with Chaos (Busy). 

We sit together touching knees. We both close our eyes and start the process…After a while I place my 
thumb on her third eye located between eyebrows…My eyes are flickering a strobe of light so I know 
something is happening. I started by asking our guides to heal what needs to be healed and to show us 
what needs to be seen…. When the flickering lights stop from me I know it’s done…. When she opens 
her eyes she tells me of the experience she had….At first there was many extreme lights coming from a 
sun that was rising and setting at the same time. Then she sees (Not aware of her body but in full 
consciousness, called THAT AWARENESS,) a boat without anyone on board with two sails up, resting on 
a sea of glass…. I told her that I thought she was this boat and that beautiful place of stillness was inside 
of her.  

Now looking back at it more clearly, I see the reason for the two sails. I believe it was her guides as well 
as mine, (Our Spirits) that were the wind behind our sails bringing us to that most sacred spot that is in 
both of us…. The Divine! 

I love her vision and felt that I need not see any other visions from others. To me hers said it all, and I 
truly love her for that. 

I also see that that place is in us all…There is NO DOUBT! 
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Hopefully this book with its experiences helps you along your way…God Exists…. With love, Daniel. 
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 October 15th, 1997.  Vision of the Path.  The symbol appeared in a flash, and the words immediately 

followed.  The path that’s neither left, nor right, nor in the middle, is the one that circles all three.  I was 

in a coffee shop.  It was eleven in the morning, totally awake when the flash happens.  I then went next 

door to a jeweler friend of mine and showed him what I had drawn out after telling him of the            

experience I just had.  He told me he’d never seen anything like it and to come back at the end of the 

day and he would make one up.  So he did and we’ve been passing them along with that message ever 

since. 

The day after Christmas 2000.  While looking through a book of petroglyphs, I came across one which 

was credited to the Anasazi, sometime around 1200AD, it was the perfect Path Symbol... 
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Guard Dogs of Hell 
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Evil 

Good 

I read that Black Elk medicine man of the Sioux had a dream when a teenager.  In the dream 

(vision) he saw a dog that was 1/2 black and 1/2 white.  He thought being at war, that it meant “Kill 

the enemy like a dog”.  Now we know what it really meant. 
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This picture represents the face I believe was White Buffalo Calf Woman, who appeared to me back in 1976 

and according to the Lakota Sioux would show these colors when she came back as a white buffalo and then 

change as she rolled over each time changing into each of these colors.  This was to be a sign of the end of 

times, (This has taken place with the birth of a buffalo they called Miracle) but I also believe with a new    

message.  (It’s not too late to turn ourselves around.)  I also believe these colors she showed me in her face, 

represented all races. 

Art by Heather Lee and Dennis Coughlin
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It is time to turn ourselves around, to hold the pipe in a 

new sense of justice, peace and freedom and to love our 

ever living Turtle Island. 
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The female white buffalo born on the Pine Ridge reservation.  She died a few weeks later.  Her hooves 

were fully matured.  I believe she died so the male white buffalo could be born soon after.  White 

Buffalo Calf Woman brought the Sioux the first peace pipe.  The second pipe was brought by a male.  

Completing the circle. 
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The Hag of Beara 

A witch turned into this stone 

By Saint Kilcatherine 
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 Our Journey to independence and a parity, 

Going apart in different directions. 

Photo by Dennis Coughlin 
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Slowly getting on our feet.  Learning those things we need by experience. 

Photo by Dennis Coughlin 
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Grateful for having made this  journey. 

Photo by Dennis Coughlin 
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Coming back together having achieved a true parity. 

Merging together as one. 

Photo by Dennis Coughlin 
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The new marriage. 

Photo by Dennis Coughlin 
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Adam and Eve going their separate ways in the garden of Eden.  Then finally coming back together.  

Illustration done by Kim Fredricks 
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Two Sacred beings having come out of this earth. 
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